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About

	
About Us
Learn about our mission


	
Leadership
Meet the Milken Institute leadership team


	
Support Milken Institute
Find out more about sponsorship and engagement opportunities.







Centers and Practice Areas

	
Asia Center
Extends the reach and impact of the Milken Institute to the Asia-Pacific region


	
Center for Financial Markets
Conducts research and constructs programs designed to facilitate smooth and efficient operation of financial markets


	
Center for the Future of Aging
Advances healthy longevity and financial security for all through high-impact policies, research, convenings, and multisector partnerships.


	
Center for Public Health
Develops research, programs, and initiatives designed to envision and activate sustainable solutions leading to better health for individuals and communities worldwide.


	
Center for Regional Economics and California Center
Analyzes the dynamics that drive job creation and promote industry expansion


	
Center for Strategic Philanthropy
Empowers philanthropists to effectively address some of the world's most urgent problems


	
FasterCures
Clears roadblocks that prevent medical breakthroughs from reaching patients sooner


	
Financial Innovations Labs
Addressing society's greatest challenges through a financial lens


	
Global Market Development
Working with government partners in emerging and developing economies to build strong, domestic financial markets.


	
Milken Center for Advancing the American Dream
Anyone with a dream should have the opportunity to make it come true—through determination and an economic system that works for all


	
Research Department
Addressing global policy issues on Health Economics, International Finance, and Regional Economics







Explore

	
Research and Analysis
Explore content created by our subject matter experts


	
Events
Learn about our upcoming events


	
Programs
Discover our programs


	
Government and Policy Engagement
Collaborating across all levels of government to advance finance and health policy priorities that address global challenges.


	
Multimedia
Watch and listen to our event panels, podcasts, videos, and webinars
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Register today for the 2024 Global Conference, and explore the growing lineup of confirmed speakers.
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May 5–8, 2024



Milken Institute Global Conference



The Beverly Hilton, Los Angeles
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Shaping a Shared Future

Our 27th annual Global Conference will delve into the theme "Shaping a Shared Future." Today, we grapple with critical issues, from geopolitical hotspots and the ongoing climate crisis to the complexities of artificial intelligence, examining both its potential and impact on global workers, firms, and markets.  This year’s event will unite our catalytic community to tackle these challenges and seize the opportunity to collectively shape our shared future.

Join us as we reflect on recent disruptions and innovations, translating lessons learned into the creation of meaningful, healthy, and prosperous lives for all. Together, we'll make strides toward a world where our combined efforts yield transformative results.





















Solving Challenges



The 2024 Global Conference will confront the challenges we face across innovation and technology, health and medical research, diversity and inclusion, business and industry, and more.





















Thought and Industry Leaders



Previous conferences have included speakers such as Joe Tsai, Padma Lakshmi, Jane Fraser, Kristalina Georgieva, John Legend, Eric Schmidt, and more. Stay tuned for our 2024 Global Conference speakers announcement.



Browse Recent Speakers















Recommend a Global Conference Speaker



The Milken Institute features the foremost experts and thought leaders on stage, and we welcome speaker recommendations for our 2024 Global Conference.



Recommend Speaker












Featured 2023 Global Conference Panels
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Tuesday, May 02

08:30 AM - 09:30 AM
est




 





Credit Outlook



Though the future is largely uncertain, we know the credit markets underpin all activities across…
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Monday, May 01

04:00 PM - 05:00 PM
est




 





Town Hall: Healing a Divided America



Our society and politics are clearly fragmented along party, social, racial, and economic lines.…
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A View from the Top: Leaders on the Roles and Goals of Corporate Boards in 2023



Corporate boards are often the first and easiest way to sense the priorities and values of a…



















Global Conference 2023 Panels



Watch every public session from last year's Global Conference and gain valuable insights on topics like gene therapies, renewable energy, AI, infrastructure, DEI, and FinTech.



Watch Here













Past Global Conferences
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Global Conference 2022
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Global Conference 2021
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Catalyzing Solutions. Building Meaningful Lives.
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